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Introduction. 
In a recent article ‘The Rise and Fall of the Spinning Jenny’, I compared the early-modern 
cotton textile industries of Britain and France (specifically Lancashire and Normandy) in 
order to explain the origins of one of the inventions that drove the precocious 
mechanisation of spinning in England.2 I argued that differences in fibres, yarns, products 
and legislation made it unlikely the spinning jenny could have been invented in France. 
Comparisons of this kind between the cotton textile industries of Britain and France, the 
two largest European producers in the mid-eighteenth century, are familiar in recent studies 
of the origins of the British Industrial Revolution in textiles.3 Comparisons of Britain and the 
Dutch Republic feature less often.  

When they do, they tend to focus not on technology, but on the consequences of 
state regulation of cotton textile imports from Asia, in other words on the implications of 
free trade and prohibition. Nevertheless, the Dutch Republic played an important role in the 
burgeoning early-modern European market for cotton textiles, with a different trajectory to 
Britain and France. An Anglo-Dutch comparison helps us understand how differences in 
products, markets and techniques shaped those trajectories. In particular, for a historian of 
British textiles, it helps highlight what was distinctive about the British experience. I should 
emphasise that I read Dutch only with the aid of Google Translate and I am certainly no 
expert in Dutch history. The paper is an exercise in comparative mapping, in the expectation 
of correction and improvement, especially as the Covid pandemic limited my access to a 
number of secondary works.  

 
Lancashire. 
Robert Allen, in perhaps the most influential recent interpretation of the British Industrial 
Revolution, characterises James Hargreaves’ spinning jenny, invented in Lancashire in the 
mid-1760s, as ‘the Industrial Revolution in miniature’.4 For Allen, the jenny exemplifies his 
narrowly economic argument that demand for technological innovation in the Industrial 
Revolution was shaped by the relative prices of factors of production — in the case of the 
jenny, principally labour and capital — in an eighteenth-century English economy 
characterised by high wages, but cheap capital. In my article I argued Allen’s narrow focus 
on factor costs ignores five defining characteristics of Lancashire cotton manufacturing on 
the eve of mechanisation, which were indispensable for the invention of the spinning jenny. 
Those five defining characteristics are: 

 
2 J. Styles, ‘The Rise and Fall of the Spinning Jenny: Domestic Mechanisation in Eighteenth-Century Cotton 
Spinning’, Textile History, 51 (2020), 1-42. 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00404969.2020.1812472 
3 R. Allen, The British Industrial Revolution in Global Perspective (Cambridge, 2009), ch. 8; G. Riello, Cotton: The 
Fabric that Made the Modern World (Cambridge, 2013), ch. 7; P. Parthasarathi, Why Europe Grew Rich and 
Asia Did Not: Global Economic Divergence, 1600–1850 (Cambridge, 2011), ch. 5. 
4 Allen, British Industrial Revolution in Global Perspective, ch. 8; R. Allen, ‘The Industrial Revolution in 
Miniature: The Spinning Jenny in Britain, France, and India’, Journal of Economic History, 69 (2009), 901–27. 
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1. Lancashire: cotton supply.  
Lancashire relied on expensive, long-staple New World raw cotton from American species of 
cotton grown in Britain’s West Indian colonies. In the 1760s over 80% of the raw cotton 
used in Lancashire was from the Americas, despite it being more costly than Old World 
cotton from the Levant. Dependence on New World cotton was distinctive to Lancashire 
and to Britain, encouraged by a tariff advantage dating from the mid-seventeenth century. 
Raw cotton from the British colonies in the Americas paid no import duties. Raw cotton 
from elsewhere paid a duty of 4d. per pound weight.5 Long before mechanisation, reliance 
on New World cotton facilitated a drive towards finer, higher quality yarns, with yarn counts 
above Ne 16. Ne 16 was the maximum yarn count regularly spun from shorter staple, Old 
World species of cotton imported by the British. Britain imported relatively little ready-spun 
cotton yarn. From the beginning of the seventeenth century, it paid a higher import duty 
than raw cotton. After 1660, cotton yarn imports were liable to a duty of 12d. per pound 
weight.6  
 
2. Lancashire: production system.  
In order to spin expensive New World cotton to valuable higher counts, Lancashire 
developed, well before 1750, a cotton yarn production system that differed markedly from 
the rest of Europe. It involved a uniquely specialised, quality-orientated hand spinning 
process, with an elaborate division of tasks including two spinning stages, and relatively 
costly dedicated cards and spinning wheels.  
 
3. Lancashire: labour costs.  
Cottons were not the only fast-growing textile industry in Lancashire in the first half of the 
eighteenth century. Lancashire and adjacent parts of Cheshire and Yorkshire saw the 
emergence of a rapidly growing worsted industry, centred just over the Yorkshire border 
around Halifax. Predominantly an export industry, this worsted manufacture grew very 
quickly during the first half of the eighteenth century, probably faster than Lancashire 
cottons. In addition, around Warrington in south-west Lancashire there was a sail-making 
industry using flax and hemp yarns. Nationally insignificant before 1740, it burgeoned 
during the 1740s and 1750s, benefiting from the growth of the port of Liverpool, from naval 
demand during the wars of the mid-eighteenth century and from state regulations requiring 
the manufacture of sails in Britain. By 1756, nearly a third of the Royal Navy’s orders for 
sailcloth went to Warrington. These new industries made great demands on the spinning 
workforce in the region, because their yarn was sourced locally. What we call the Lancashire 
cotton industry produced mainly mixed fabrics of cotton and linen, for which only the 
cotton yarn was spun in Lancashire. The linen yarn was largely imported ready-spun from 
overseas (Ireland and the Baltic). As all these industries grew, piece rates for spinning rose 

 
5 By 12 Car. II, c. 4 (1660). 
6 By 12 Car. II, c. 4 (1660). See H. Saxby, The British Customs (London, 1757), 264. 
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in the region. As a result, by the 1750s and 1760s there were powerful incentives to cut 
labour costs, but they were local, not (as Robert Allen insists) a reflection of a nation-wide 
high wage economy. 
 
4. Lancashire: raw material costs.  
As I have pointed out, prior to mechanisation the vast majority of Lancashire-made cotton 
textiles were woven from mixtures of cotton yarn and linen yarn. The same was true of 
cotton textile industries across western Europe. Until the very end of the eighteenth 
century, cotton, whether raw or spun, remained considerably more expensive than raw flax 
or the linen yarn spun from it. However, as these industries grew, especially in Britain, 
France, Switzerland and Germany from the 1740s, the cost of both raw flax and raw cotton 
rose on European markets, as did the cost of the yarns made from those fibres. This 
increase in raw material prices provided another incentive for manufacturers to cut costs. 
 
5. Lancashire: product mix.  
The Lancashire cotton industry originated about 1600 with the introduction of fustian 
weaving to the Manchester area. Fustian production appeared about the same time in the 
south of England, particularly in Suffolk and Wiltshire, but the Lancashire industry 
dominated from early in the seventeenth century. The industry began by copying heavy 
dyed fustians previously imported from northern Italy and southern Germany, as well as 
lighter-weight dimities, which were usually sold bleached rather than dyed. Fustians and 
dimities were fabrics with linen warps and cotton wefts, distinguished by their twill weave. 
A twill weave was a key characteristic of fustians as their manufacture spread out from Italy 
across early-modern western Europe: ‘Twill weave accompanied the work of fustian makers 
like a characteristic geological fossil.’7  

Towards the end of the seventeenth century, however, the Lancashire industry 
began to produce new, lighter-weight cotton-linen fabrics woven in a plain (tabby) weave. 
They included checks, stripes, and, in the 1720s, plain, unbleached cotton-linen fabrics 
known as Blackburn greys, an alternative to Indian calico for the textile printers whose 
works were situated over two hundred miles away in the countryside around London. 
Conventionally, historians interpret this development as a direct response to (1) the flood of 
imports of Indian all-cotton fabrics – especially printed and painted calicoes, checks, and 
stripes – by the EEIC (English East India Company) during the so-called ‘calico craze’ of the 
second half of the seventeenth century and (2) the protectionist legislation that followed in 
1700 and 1721 prohibiting the import and use in Britain of all-cotton coloured or decorated 
Indian fabrics (the law of 1721 applied to all-cotton textiles with coloured checks or stripes, 
not just to painted or printed calicoes).  

However, a history of the industry written in the 1760s, probably by the leading 
Manchester merchant Samuel Touchet, suggests the models for these new products were as 

 
7 W. Endrei, ‘Les étoffes dites de Pérouse, leurs antécédents et leur descendance’, Bulletin du CIETA, 65 (1987), 
p. 65.  
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much European or Ottoman as they were Indian – around 1700 ‘Great Britain and her 
colonies were supplied with checks and stripes from Germany, Holland and Flanders, 
various sorts of coloured goods from the East Indies, burdets and coarse cotton stripes from 
Turkey in great quantities’.8 Names commonly used for a number of these fabrics during the 
first half of the eighteenth century appear to confirm this – cotton-linen stripes were 
‘cotton Holland’, checks were ‘Dutch check’ or ‘Holland Check’, red striped fabrics were 
‘Turkey stripe’. 

Other innovations followed in the 1730s and 1740s, often copying or adapting 
foreign textiles from both Asia and Europe. Significantly, innovation continued despite there 
being little evidence of sustained shifts in raw material or labour costs. The hugely 
successful cotton velvets and velverets, introduced from the 1740s, were reformulations in 
cotton and cotton-linen of Italian and French silk velvets, employing a fustian twill weave. 
The spinning machine patented by Lewis Paul in 1738 incorporated elements drawn from 
Italian silk throwing machinery. Tapes and laces made from various combinations of cotton, 
linen, worsted and silk, made principally at Manchester, were direct copies of Dutch 
products. They were produced using the engine-looms invented at Haarlem in the 
seventeenth century, to which water power was applied by the Lancashire inventor John 
Kay in 1745. The models for Lancashire’s striped cotton-silk gown lengths are uncertain, but 
could have been Indian cherryderry, Turkish burdet, or French siamoise, or some 
combination of the three. So already, before the decisive mechanical breakthroughs in 
spinning of the 1760s, Lancashire cotton textile manufacturing was characterised by 
appropriation, adaptation and invention of products and techniques, uninhibited by guild or 
corporate regulations. As the Lancashire Jacobite emigré John Holker informed his French 
employers in 1752, ‘there are no regulations in England. The manufacturer is free to put into 
each warp the number of threads he pleases. He has the same freedom for the width of the 
fabrics’.9  

 
The Dutch Republic. 
The five defining characteristics of Lancashire cotton textiles, 1600-1760, provide a 
framework for comparison with the Dutch Republic during the same period: 
 
1. Dutch Republic: cotton supply.  
Weaving of mixed cotton-linen fabrics began in the northern Netherlands in the later 
sixteenth century, some decades before it was introduced into Lancashire. Cotton-linen 
fustians were established at Leiden around 1580, encouraged by migration of textile 
workers from the southern Netherlands, where fustian weaving had started at Bruges in 

 
8 British Library, Add. MS 38342, Liverpool Papers, vol. 153, ff. 232-236: ’History of the Cotton Trade’, n.d. 
Another version, entitled ‘Cotton Manufacture’, which appears to date from 1764-6, is in the Charles 
Townshend Papers at the William Clements Library, University of Michigan, Folder 8/34, indicating it was 
written by Samuel Touchet, Manchester merchant and Townshend’s advisor on commercial policy. 
9 Bibliothèque de la Union Centrale des Arts Décoratifs, Paris,  GG 2: le Livre d'Echantillons de John Holker, c. 
1750. 
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1513, and possibly from earlier centres of fustian manufacturing in Germany. As in 
Lancashire, the Leiden fustian manufacturers copied and adapted types of Italian and 
German fustians already well-established in European markets. Initially some dimities were 
made at Leiden, but J.A. Boot suggests Haarlem became the main centre for their 
manufacture, probably due to expertise in bleaching accumulated as it became one of 
Europe’s major centres of fine linen production in the course of the fifteenth and early 
sixteenth centuries. Twill-woven striped white dimities (rokkenstreep) and plain-woven 
coloured checks and stripes (Haarlemmer bont) were certainly being woven at Haarlem by 
the 1590s, probably in cotton-linen.10  

Cotton for western Europe’s late-medieval fustian manufactures had mainly been 
shipped from the eastern Mediterranean via Venice, either as raw cotton or as spun yarn. As 
the Leiden and Haarlem industries emerged, the Dutch intervened in this trade. By the 
1610s, they had seized control of the trade in Levant cotton from the Venetians and were 
already the chief suppliers of cotton, via Amsterdam, to Germany and the southern 
Netherlands, as well as to their own cotton textile industries. The Venetians wrested back 
control of the Levant cotton trade between the 1620s and the 1640s, the period of the 
Thirty Years War, but the Dutch re-established a dominating position during the third 
quarter of the seventeenth century, only to be eventually deposed by the French.11  

Levant cotton was supplied in two forms – ready-spun cotton yarn, or raw cotton 
wool. I have found no data regarding the balance between the two in seventeenth-century 
Dutch imports, although it could have had a significant impact on demand for spinning 
labour in the Dutch Republic, especially in the vicinity of cities with other very successful 
textile industries, such as Leiden and Haarlem. Dutch historians have concluded that 
relatively little cotton spinning was undertaken in the Dutch Republic before the second half 
of the eighteenth century.12 This would certainly be consistent with the French experience. 
When, towards the end of the seventeenth century, the French began to import large 
quantities of cotton materials directly from the Levant, their imports were initially 
dominated by ready-spun yarn, not raw cotton.13 This suggests the large Dutch imports of 
cotton materials from the Levant earlier in the seventeenth century may also have consisted 
predominantly of yarn, especially because yarns, like other manufactured textile imports to 

 
10 J.A. Boot, ‘Bombazijn en bombazijnzegels in Nederland’, Textielhistorische bijdragen, 11 (1970), 29-60; K. 
Davids, The Rise and Decline of Dutch Technological Leadership: Technology, Economy and Culture in the 
Netherlands, 1350-1800, vol. 1 (Leiden, 2008), 131; Cornelis de Koning, Tafereel der stad Haarlem (Haarlem, 
1808), 228-9; C. Ekama, Geschiedenis der stad Haarlem in tabellarische volgorde (Haarlem, 1865), 26. 
11 J. Israel, Empires and Entrepots: Dutch, the Spanish Monarchy and the Jews, 1585-1713 (London, 2003), 141-
62. 
12 E. van Nederveen Meerkerk, ‘The Netherlands’, in E. Hiemstra-Kuperus and L. Heerma van Voss 
(eds), The Ashgate Companion to the History of Textile Workers, 1650–2000 (Abingdon, 2010), 366. 
13 Robert Paris, Histoire du Commerce de Marseille, V, De 1660 à 1789: Le Levant (Paris, 1957), 511. 
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the Dutch Republic, do not appear to have paid significant import duties, either then or 
subsequently.14  

Ready-spun cotton yarn imported from the Levant certainly appears to have been 
widely used in the eastern Dutch Republic during the eighteenth century, alongside some 
cotton yarn spun locally from Levant raw cotton.15 Moreover, ready-spun cotton yarn was 
prominent among VOC imports from south and south-east Asia, much of which appears to 
have been used to weave cotton-linen fabrics in the Dutch Republic.16 Indeed, the heavy use 
of south and south-east Asian ready-spun yarn is the most distinctive feature of raw 
material supply to the Dutch cotton textile industries. Between 1707 and 1757, the VOC 
ordered over 9 million pounds of cotton yarn from India and Java. By comparison, EEIC 
orders of cotton yarn from India in those years for delivery to Britain were insignificant – 
only 3% of the VOC orders.17  

At the VOC auctions, prices paid for the coarser Bengal and Gujarat yarns were only 
slightly higher than those for Levant (Smyrna) yarns.18 Like Levant yarns, these Indian yarns 
were used as weft in the coarser cotton-linen fabrics – bont and bombazijn. However, the 
finest Asian yarns, from Tuticorin in southern India and from Java, commanded two to three 
times the price. They were used for speciality fabrics which required finer yarn. In the Dutch 
Republic, they were employed in cotton-silk mixed fabrics and in the best figure-woven 
cotton-linen dimities (rokkenstreep and the later, more elaborately figured marselje). VOC 
Tuticorin yarn was also re-exported to France, to be woven at Rouen as weft in fine, all-
cotton handkerchiefs. Its high twist allowed blue-dyed stripes in the warp to display ‘a 
brilliance which appeals to foreigners’.19  

There appears to be little evidence for spinning and weaving of longer-staple New 
World cotton in the Dutch Republic, despite its ready availability in Amsterdam during the 
eighteenth century. In the first half of the century, the Amsterdam price courants register 
regular sales of raw cotton from the Danish West Indian island of St Thomas, which was 
heavily settled by Dutch planters, and in the second half of the century from the Dutch 
colony of Surinam. However, West Indian raw cotton was expensive. Insofar as Dutch cotton 
textile manufacturers strove to produce higher quality fabrics by employing finer yarns – 
especially fine figured dimities, such as marselje – they did so with ready-spun yarn 
imported from Asia by the VOC.  

 
14 E. Eldem, ‘Capitulations and Western trade: Western trade in the Ottoman Empire: questions, issues and 
sources’, in S.N. Faroqhi (ed.), The Cambridge History of Turkey: Volume 3, The Later Ottoman Empire, 1603-
1839 (Cambridge, 2006), 334. 
15 J.A.P.G. Boot, ‘Handspinnen van katoen en handkatoenspinnerijen (deel 1)’, Textielhistorische bijdragen, 24 
(1984), 52-80; J.A. Boot, ‘Aziatische katoenen garens in de 18e eeuwse Achterhoek’, Textielhistorische 
bijdragen, 4 (1963), 30-42. 
16 Boot, ‘Aziatische katoenen garens’, 59; Boot, ‘Handspinnen’, 33. 
17 Warwick University Global History and Culture Centre, Europe's Asian Centuries: Trading Eurasia 1600-1830: 
databases (https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/history/ghcc/eac/databases/textiles/). 
18 Boot, ‘Aziatische katoenen garens’,  
19 Archives Nationales (Paris), F12 1411A: Mémoire de Sieur Corsel, élève inspecteur des manufacture, sur les 
especes de cotons quie sont employés dans les manufactures de la genéralité de Rouen, 1750. 
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In other words, the VOC provided Dutch cotton textile manufacturers with at least 
some of the quality improvements the British pursued in Lancashire by hand spinning long-
staple New World cotton. Indeed, the VOC catered to this demand by shifting their Asian 
cotton yarn purchases from India to Java, where they could exercise greater quality control. 
Fine yarns can certainly be spun from shorter-staple Old World cottons, but only slowly and 
laboriously. In eighteenth-century south and south-east Asia, this was economically feasible 
because nominal wages for spinning appear to have been substantially lower than in 
Europe, and raw cotton prices much lower.20 Ironically, Lancashire’s turn to New World 
cotton, initiated by the Barbados cotton boom of the 1630s, may have been encouraged by 
the clash between the Dutch and the Venetians over control of the Levant trade during the 
1610s and 1620s. Jonathan Israel suggests the clash resulted in the English being effectively 
excluded for a time from the Levant cotton trade.21 

To sum up, on the basis of evidence currently available to me regarding raw material 
supply, the Dutch cotton-linen textile industry in the mid-eighteenth century differed 
substantially from the Lancashire and Normandy industries in its reliance on imported 
ready-spun yarns.22 All these industries depended on ready-spun linen warp yarns sourced 
from distant regions or territories, but by the middle decades of the eighteenth century, 
Normandy and (especially) Lancashire were using relatively little imported ready-spun 
cotton weft yarn. Most of their cotton yarn was spun locally. Heavy use of locally-spun yarn 
appears not to have begun in the Dutch Republic until later in the eighteenth century, when 
the Dutch cotton textile industries had retreated almost entirely to low-wage peripheral 
regions. Tariff policies in Britain and France played a part here, but trade in yarns was not 
subject to prohibitions, as continuing French imports of Levant red-dyed yarns demonstrate. 
Equally important may have been the ready accessibility of yarns of all kinds on the 
Amsterdam market and the high cost of spinning labour around the cities in the west of the 
Dutch Republic.   
 
2. Dutch Republic: production system. 
The development in Lancashire of new techniques to spin finer yarns arose in response to 
the availability of long-staple New World cotton. Its absence in the Dutch industry made 
such a response unnecessary, especially as finer yarns were supplied by the VOC. According 
to J.A. Boot, the fustian production system established at Leiden in the late sixteenth 
century closely matched that adopted early in the century at Bruges, where many of the 
Leiden workers originated. Bruges itself had organised its fustian industry by copying 
established Italian and German working arrangements and products. Initially, at least, 
Leiden followed working practices at Bruges closely, particularly in its regulations for the 

 
20 I.C. Wendt, ‘The Social Fabric: Textile Industry and Community in Early Modern South India’ (PhD diss., 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2005), 137–74.  
21 Israel, Empires and Entrepots, 141-148. 
22 Although in this respect it resembled the mid-eighteenth century Catalan cotton industry, which relied on 
cotton yarn imported from Malta; J.K.J. Thomson, A distinctive industrialization. Cotton in Barcelona, 1728-
1832 (Cambridge, 1992).  
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number of warp threads and the width of fabrics. A fustian guild enforced these regulations 
by means of inspections at the guildhall using standard fabric samples, and stamps and seals 
for each type of fabric approved, a system unknown in Lancashire. As production moved to 
other areas of the Dutch Republic, similar standards appear to have been followed, although 
not necessarily enforced by a guild.23  
 
3. Dutch Republic: labour costs.  
 

  
 
Production of cotton-linen textiles began in the western Dutch cities of Leiden and Haarlem 
towards the end of the sixteenth century, but both were centres for a variety of high-skill, 

 
23 Boot, ‘Bombazijn en bombazijnzegels in Nederland’, passim. 
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high-quality textile manufactures, with correspondingly high-cost labour. As a consequence, 
the production of cotton-linen fabrics followed a similar trajectory to other Leiden and 
Haarlem textiles, progressively moving towards the northern, eastern and southern 
peripheries of the Dutch Republic, chasing lower labour costs.  
 In the process, some of the original geographical separation between bombazijns 
(Leiden), and bonts and dimities (Haarlem) persisted.24 In Britain, this pattern was reversed. 
Between 1600 and 1760, cotton-linen production became increasingly concentrated in its 
original core location – south-east Lancashire – where there were different local 
specialisms, but all within a contiguous cotton-linen zone in which a number of key 
processes, such as dyeing and calendaring, were shared.25 The geographical fragmentation 
of the Dutch industry may have saved on labour costs in a market that benefitted from little 
or no tariff protection from German and other fustian imports, but it meant the loss of the 
kind of technical spillovers between products and processes which characterised south-east 
Lancashire.26 
 
4. Dutch Republic: raw material costs.  
In the Dutch Republic, as in Britain, cotton, whether raw or spun, remained considerably 
more expensive than raw flax or the linen yarn spun from it. These were internationally 
traded commodities, for which Amsterdam was one of the leading European marketplaces. 
Much of the flax and linen yarn used in the Dutch Republic came from northern Germany 
and the Baltic. Like cotton-linen producers across Europe, therefore, from the 1740s Dutch 
manufacturers faced increases in the cost of both raw flax and raw cotton, as well as in the 
cost of the yarns made from those fibres.  
 
5. Dutch Republic: product mix.  
The introduction of cotton-linen manufacturing in England and the northern Netherlands at 
the turn of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries coincided with the beginnings of English 
and Dutch direct trade with India, the early-modern world’s greatest producer of cotton 
textiles. The relationship with India was to shape the history of cotton textiles in Britain and 
the Dutch Republic for the next two centuries.  
 The Portuguese built up a large trade in Indian all-cotton and silk and cotton textiles 
during the later sixteenth century, in scale second only to their trade in pepper.27 When the 
EEIC and the Dutch East India Company (VOC) entered the Indian market during the first half 
of the seventeenth century, they too acquired these textiles, the VOC initially on a larger 
scale and predominantly from the Coromandel Coast in south-east India, the EEIC initially on 

 
24 Boot, ‘Bombazijn en bombazijnzegels in Nederland’; Davids, Rise and Decline, 132-3. 
25 J. Stobart, ‘Textile Industries in North-West England in the Early Eighteenth Century: A Geographical 
Approach’, Textile History, 29 (1998), 8–9.  
26 The principal exception to the increasing concentration of cotton textile manufacturing in Lancashire was 
framework knitting of cotton stockings, lace, etc. It was located principally in the East Midlands around 
Nottingham, with a smaller centre at Tewksbury in Gloucestershire. 
27 J.C Boyajian, Portuguese Trade in Asia under the Hapsburgs, 1580-1640 (Baltimore, 1992), 46. 
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a smaller scale and predominantly from Gujarat in western India. During the second half of 
the seventeenth century – the era of the European ‘calico craze’ – the two companies’ trade 
in Indian textiles expanded and diversified very rapidly. It was in this period the EEIC 
became more focussed on textiles and its textile business grew larger than that of the VOC. 
Nevertheless, the two companies remained the dominant European participants in textile 
trade with India through the eighteenth century. 
 In both England and the Dutch Republic, rapid expansion of Indian cotton textile 
imports in the seventeenth century went hand-in-hand with the growth of the new local 
cotton-linen industries producing fustians and dimities. The two developments appear to 
have been largely complementary, rather than substitutes for one another. It was not to 
protect their fustian industries that the English began to restrict imports of Indian cotton 
textiles towards the end of the seventeenth century. The main aim of the new restrictions 
was to protect the indigenous silk and woollen textile industries against the new 
competition. 

Prohibitions on Indian textiles proliferated across Europe. At one extreme were the 
French. In 1686 a total ban was imposed on the manufacture, import and wearing of all 
printed fabrics, whether from Asia, France or other European countries. It was followed by 
bans on white calicoes, muslins and other Indian cotton fabrics. Enforcement was 
intermittent and smuggling proceeded on a huge scale, especially from the Low Countries, 
Germany and Switzerland, ensuring the ban was widely flouted. Nevertheless, the ban did 
have the effect of severely curtailing the development of cotton printing in France until its 
repeal in 1759. This did not inhibit the development of a huge cotton textile industry in 
Normandy, producing loom-patterned textiles, mainly plain-woven cotton-linens (especially 
siamoises), but also some all-cotton fabrics.  

At the other extreme were the Dutch, who adopted a largely laissez-faire approach, 
consistent with their role as the key intermediaries in European international trade. The 
Dutch Republic allowed the import, processing and sale of all Indian fabrics. In the province 
of Holland, at least, they were not subject to excise taxation.28 At the same time, a major 
calico printing industry flourished around Amsterdam between the 1670s and the 1750s, 
with some 80 printworks operating in 1750. Printing was mainly on imported white Indian 
calicoes, without much recourse to locally produced import-substitute fabrics. As a German 
commentator insisted in 1776, ‘spinning and weaving are for Holland, Hamburg, Bremen, 
and similar republics perhaps not so very important. For them the main issue is profit and 
gain, which can be achieved simply by printing cotton.’29  
 The English and, after the Act of Union with Scotland in 1707, the British adopted an 
intermediate stance, between France’s total ban on the import, production and use of 

 
28 R. Liesker and W. Fritschy. Gewestelijke financiën ten tijde van de Republiek der Verenigde Nederlanden. IV. 
Holland 1572-1795 (The Hague, 2004), 334-5. I would like to thank Marjolein ‘t Hart for this reference. 
29 J.H.L. Bergius, Neues policey- und cameral-magazin nach alphabetischer ordung, vol. 2 (Leipzig, 1776), 29; 
J.A. Boot, ‘De markt voor Twents-Achterhoekse weefsels in de tweede helft van de 18e eeuw’, 
Textielhistorische bijdragen, 16 (1974), 51. 
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printed and other Indian fabrics, and Dutch laissez-faire. Unlike the policies of the French 
and the Dutch, it fostered the development of textile printing on locally manufactured 
cotton textiles, although this was not its purpose. In 1700 the English prohibited imports of 
painted and printed Asian silks and cottons. Imports of plain calicoes and muslins from India 
were permitted, but subjected to a 20% import tax. If the plain calico went on to be printed 
at one of the many calico printing works established on the edges of London after 1670, 
legislation in 1711 and 1713 imposed a sales or excise tax, amounting to an additional 25% 
on a typical cheap printed calico. Finally, in 1722, a prohibition was imposed on the sale or 
use of any ‘printed, painted, stained or dyed calico’. In practice it extended to most all-
cotton coloured fabrics, whether manufactured in Britain or abroad, including loom-
patterned all-cotton checks and stripes. It did not extend to the mixed cotton-linen fustians 
and dimities which had been woven in Lancashire since the end of the sixteenth century, 
nor to all-linen fabrics.  
 In practice, the result of the prohibition was that printed and loom-patterned all-
cotton fabrics were banned in England, Wales and Scotland until 1774, when it was repealed 
with regard to British-made cottons. However, consumers could continue to use printed and 
loom-patterned linens and cotton-linen mixtures (although another act of parliament was 
necessary in 1736 to confirm that the ban did not extend to the new cotton-linen printing 
fabrics developed in Lancashire in the 1720s). All-linen fabrics were already being printed in 
large numbers by the London calico printers before the calico ban in 1722, benefiting from a 
lower level of excise tax than their Indian calico competitors.  

The British policy was relatively subtle, reflecting the balance of trade thinking that 
informed the broad trend of the country’s textile tariff regulations during the later 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It sustained domestic industries employing foreign, 
especially colonial raw and semi-finished materials (textile printing, Irish and Scottish linen 
manufacturing, Lancashire’s production of cotton-linens using West Indian raw cotton), 
while removing Indian competition. As a sop to the EEIC, the British colonies in the Americas 
remained open to imports of the whole range of Indian textiles, without significant tariffs.30 
There, Indian calicoes printed near London for export consistently outsold the same 
patterns printed with inferior colour take-up on Lancashire cotton-linens, suggesting that, 
without the prohibition, Lancashire’s share of the market in Britain for Indian-style cotton 
textiles would have been significantly smaller. 
 To assess the consequences for the Dutch Republic’s output of cotton textiles of its 
laissez-faire policy towards imports of Indian cottons textiles, I want to focus on three issues 
highlighted by a Dutch-British comparison: 
 
5.1. The impact of imported Indian cotton textiles on domestically-produced cotton textiles 
in the Dutch Republic.  

 
30 J. Eacott, ‘Making an Imperial Compromise: The Calico Acts, the Atlantic Colonies, and the Structure of the 
British Empire’, William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd series, 69 (2012): 731-762. 
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I have already suggested the relationship between Indian all-cotton textiles and locally 
woven cotton-linens may well have been more complementary than competitive, 
particularly for fustians / bombazijns (although how big a share of the Dutch market was 
taken by Indian all-cotton dimities, stripes and checks, the equivalents of rokkenstreep and 
bont, remains unclear to me). Why the complementarity? Cost may have been a decisive 
factor, especially as the price of Indian goods increased in the course of the eighteenth 
century, because locally produced cotton-linens benefited from cheap linen warps, although 
they paid a price in colour quality. Closeness to the market may also have been an 
advantage for figured goods like rokkenstreep and its later elaboration marselje, which were 
fashion-sensitive. Climate could have played a part too. Fustian / bombazijn mimicked the 
feel, weight, warmth, colours and weave of napped woollen-worsted serges, and had few 
direct Indian equivalents.  

However, there was no complementarity when it came to Dutch-woven cotton-linen 
fabrics for printing. Indeed, the Dutch Republic offers a natural experiment indicating the 
fate of the British cotton textile industry had restrictions not been imposed on the 
consumption of painted and printed Indian calicoes. In the absence of tariff protection from 
Indian calicoes, few, if any, Dutch-woven cotton-linens were required to serve local demand 
for Indian-style fast-colour printing. In this respect, the Dutch domestic market resembled 
the market for printed textiles in the British American colonies. In America, sales of prints 
on Lancashire cotton-linen were poor compared to sales of Indian calicoes with their 
superior colouring, despite the success of the prints on Lancashire fabric in the protected 
British market. It is striking, however, that British cotton-linen fustians, dimities, stripes and 
checks all did well in colonial British America, even though, as in the Dutch Republic, their 
Indian all-cotton equivalents faced no legal restrictions.  

By the early eighteenth century, therefore, when the British and French cotton 
textile industries were entering a phase of rapid growth and product innovation, the Dutch 
industry was squeezed at both ends of the manufacturing chain, as it retreated to low-wage 
districts towards the periphery of the United Provinces. It depended more heavily than 
Lancashire on ready-spun cotton yarns imported from the Levant and south and south-east 
Asia. Yet it did not manufacture the cotton-linen fabrics for printing that emerged in Britain, 
despite the presence of large textile printing industry (and Dutch textile printing was itself 
to contract rapidly later in the eighteenth century31). 

 
5.2. Textiles for the slave trade – Indian, European, or African? 
West Africa was another market without legal restrictions on textile imports. Textiles 
formed the majority of the cargoes sent from western Europe to West Africa in the mid-
eighteenth century to be exchanged for slaves, and African dealers in slaves exhibited a 
strong, though often highly differentiated, preference for Indian cotton textiles. However, 
printed and painted calicoes / chintzes were not prominent among these cargoes, which 

 
31 Davids, Rise and Decline, 157. 
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were dominated by Indian checks, stripes and plain calicoes, often dyed blue.32 Joseph 
Inikori argues the remarkable expansion of Lancashire cotton-linen check manufacturing in 
the 1750s and 1760s represented a process of combined import-export substitution for 
these Indian all-cotton checks, which had previously been re-exported from Britain to West 
Africa to be bartered for slaves.33 However, the earlier history of cotton and cotton-linen 
fabrics with coloured checks and stripes suggests a more complicated genealogy for 
substitution, which does not simply involve Europeans copying Indian textiles.  

A key issue here is why, towards the end of the sixteenth century, at the same time 
as Dutch manufacturers began to make cotton-linen, twill-woven fustians / bombazijns at 
Leiden, at Haarlem they also began to produce plain-woven cotton-linen fabrics decorated 
with coloured checks and stripes, particularly the Haarlemmer bont produced from the 
1590s. Plain-weave fabrics of this kind were not prominent in the output of earlier centres 
of fustian manufacture in Germany.  

Sixteenth-century European cargoes to West Africa included large quantities of 
European linen and woollen textiles. The Portuguese introduced Indian cotton textiles, but 
in substantial quantities only in the later decades of the century.34 These imports intervened 
in well-established markets for locally-woven cotton fabrics along the West African coast, 
which were largely plain, or striped and checked in blue. The Portuguese had already, in the 
mid-sixteenth century, begun to serve these markets with imitations of local textiles woven 
by slaves in their nearby colonies in the Cape Verde islands.35 They were also supplying 
many different types of European woollen and linen textiles, sourced mainly in the Low 
Countries, England and France, including some from Holland.36 The Dutch entered the slave 
trade in the 1590s, although only on a large scale with their acquisition of territory in Brazil 
in the 1630s. Toby Green argues that subsequently, during the mid-seventeenth century, 
they went on to seize control of West African coastal markets for textiles, flooding them 
with imported cloth that competed with local suppliers. By the 1680s, as a consequence, 
production of the widely traded blue-striped Benin cotton cloth was in decline.37   

Dutch textile exports to West Africa in the mid-seventeenth century included linens 
from Haarlem [Haerlemer cleeden], as well as cotton textiles woven in India, such as Guinea 
stuffs and negros cleeden, which, as their names suggest, were selected or commissioned to 

 
32 C.E. Kriger, Cloth in West African History (Lanham, Maryland, 2006), 38. 
33 J. Inikori, ‘Slavery and the Revolution in Cotton Production in England’, Social Science History, 13 (1989), 354-
69. 
34  J.C. Boyajian, Portuguese Trade in Asia under the Habsburgs (Baltimore, 1993), 48. 
35 C.E. Kriger, ‘Mapping the History of Cotton Textile Production in Precolonial West Africa’, African Economic 
History, 33 (2005), 104. 
36 J. Vogt, ‘Notes on the Portuguese Cloth Trade in West Africa, 1480-1540’, International Journal of African 
Historical Studies, 8 (1975), 623-651. 
37 P.C. Emmer, The Dutch in the Atlantic Economy, 1580-1880: Trade, Slavery and Emancipation (Aldershot, 
1998); T. Green, A Fistful of Shells: West Africa from the rise of the slave trade to the age of revolution (London, 
2019), 181. The flowering of trade at the start of the 19th century from the Bight of Benin to Bahia in Brazil in 
blue and white strip-woven African cottons, suggests any 17th century decline in production was limited; see 
M.E. Hicks, ‘Transatlantic Threads of meaning: West African textile entrepreneurship in Salvador da Bahia, 
1770–1870’, Slavery and Abolition, 41 (2020), 1-28.  
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accord with West African tastes. They also included ‘the small annabases made in Haarlem’ 
[Dutch: annebaes], which were very short (3 to 4 yards), striped or check fabrics, plain-
woven in cotton-linen or wool-linen, probably as copies of the Benin strip-woven cotton 
cloths known as ambasis, which they resembled in size, patterning and name.38 They were 
already being exported by the Dutch to West Africa by the 1650s, at a time when dealing in 
Benin and other locally manufactured textiles up and down the coast had become a key 
component of Dutch trade in the region.39 Initially manufactured in the Dutch Republic, 
annabases were later copied in England and France. By the first half of the eighteenth 
century, they had come to be considered a necessary part of any European slave-trading 
cargo.40  

During the sixteenth century, the Low Countries were one of the most important 
sources for the textiles traded by the Portuguese in West Africa, although the character of 
many of the textiles supplied remains obscure. As we have seen, blue and white Haarlemer 
bonts were one of the mixed cotton-linen fabrics introduced to the Dutch Republic by 
migrants from the southern Netherlands at the end of the sixteenth century. The blue and 
white annabases of the 1650s from Haarlem were carefully contrived imitations of Benin 
fabrics, but in their fibre composition and colour patterning they broadly resembled 
Haarlemer bonts. The African genealogy of annabases and the earlier contribution of Low 
Countries textiles to European trade with West Africa suggests the success of Haarlemer 
bonts may have owed as much to African as to European or Indian models. Where Haarlem 
led, Lancashire would eventually follow.  
 
5.3. What was Indian about Indian cotton textiles? 
The phrase ‘calico craze’ was coined in the 1880s to describe a new American fashion of that 
decade for printed calicoes. Since the late twentieth century, however, it has come to be 
widely applied to the surge in demand for Indian cotton textiles that happened two 
centuries earlier, in late-seventeenth century western Europe, supplied principally by the 
EEIC and the VOC.41 This novel use of the phrase embodies the idea that Indian cottons, 
along with Chinese porcelain, drove a taste for Asian decorative goods which swept Europe. 
True to its nineteenth-century American origins, the seventeenth-century ‘calico craze’ is 
particularly associated with the European taste for chintz – cotton calicoes painted or 

 
38 Barbot on Guinea: The Writings of Jean Barbot on West Africa 1678-1712, vol. 2 (1992), 559; A. Jones, West 
Africa in the mid-seventeenth century: an anonymous Dutch manuscript (Atlanta, 1995), 16; A.F.C. Ryder, Benin 
and the Europeans, 1485-1897 (London, 1969), 94; R.S. DuPlessis, The Material Atlantic: Clothing, Commerce, 
and Colonization in the Atlantic World, 1650-1800 (Cambridge, 2015), 62. 
39 Adam Jones, West Africa in the mid-seventeenth century: an anonymous Dutch manuscript (Atlanta, 1995), 
3, 149, 158, 180; Ryder, Benin and the Europeans, 93. 
40 M. Chambon, Le commerce de l'Amérique par Marseilles, vol. 2 (Avignon, 1764), pp. 382-3; J. Savary de 
Bruslons, Dictionnaire	universel de commerce, vol. 1 (Paris, 1748), 673. 
41 The late-twentieth century re-working of the phrase dates from the 1970s, in particular J. Appleby, ‘Ideology 
and Theory: The Tension between Political and Economic Liberalism in Seventeenth Century England,’ 
American Historical Review, 81 (1976), 500-1 and B. Lemire, Fashion's Favourite: The Cotton Trade and the 
Consumer in Britain, 1660-1800 (Oxford, 1991). 
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printed in India with identifiably Indian designs, using mordants to fix the dyes.42 It is these 
fabrics that have usually been identified as the chief target of the French and British 
prohibitions.  

 
 
This characterisation of the seventeenth-century ‘calico craze’ is not entirely 

accurate. As we have already seen, imports of Indian cotton textiles, and the British and 
French prohibitions introduced to restrict them, extended to a far wider range of textiles 
than painted and printed calicoes. Moreover, the patterns painted and printed on chintzes 
imported from India by the EEIC and the VOC were often not designed in India, but were the 
work of European designers sent to India as patterns (‘musters’) to be copied. However, 
perhaps the most striking feature of the trade in Indian chintzes – ie. calicoes painted and 

 
42 See Lemire, Fashion’s Favourite, and, for North America, Amelia Peck, ‘“India Chints” and “China Taffaty”: 
East India Company textiles for the North American market’, in Amelia Peck, Interwoven Globe: The Worldwide 
Textile Trade, 1500-1800 (New York, 2013), especially the discussion of James Alexander’s order at 113, and J. 
Eacott, Selling Empire: India in the Making of Britain and America, 1600-1830 (Chapel Hill NC, 2016), especially 
the discussion of an ‘imperial aesthetic’ at 137-52. 
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printed in India – is its insignificance. As Chris Nierstrasz has emphasised, the vast majority 
of calicoes (as opposed to loom-patterned cotton textiles and fine muslins, which were 
rarely painted or printed) sent from India to Europe were plain, white fabrics, not decorated 
chintzes.43 During the first half of the eighteenth century the disparity between the two 
became especially stark. If we plot yardage estimates of VOC and EEIC orders for plain white 
printing calicoes (principally Guinee/LongCloth, Salampore, and Gurrah, but also Bafts and 
Moorees) and chintzes, 1707 to 1757, we find that orders for plain calicoes outnumbered 
orders for chintzes by a ratio of more than 14:1.  

In the case of the EEIC, the disparity might not, at first sight, appear odd. After all, 
the use of chintzes painted and printed in India had been banned in England/Britain since 
1700. However, the Dutch evidence suggests a more generalised phenomenon across 
western Europe, reflecting an aesthetic preference for European, as opposed to Indian, 
design. Chintzes comprised an even smaller proportion of VOC orders than they did of EEIC 
orders, yet there was no prohibition on their use in the Dutch Republic. Moreover, the vast 
majority of the plain calicoes were themselves intended for printing, whether in Britain, the 
Dutch Republic, or elsewhere in Europe. In other words, during the first half of the 
eighteenth century, the Indian-made component in most of the printed Indian textiles sold 
and worn in Europe and North America was confined to the intermediate good – the plain 
calico fabric on which printing was done and which European labour costs made 
prohibitively expensive to manufacture locally, especially finer guinees/long cloths and 
salampores. The decoration of the finished product, the key element in rendering it visually 
distinctive, was designed and printed in Europe, even if the colour-fast technique employed 
derived originally from India. Depending on the number of colours employed and the 
difficulty of the design, the cost of printing could account for anything between a quarter 
and three-quarters of the final London wholesale price of a printed calico exported to the 
British American colonies.44  
 

 
43 C. Nierstrasz, Rivalry for Trade in Tea and Textiles: The English and Dutch East India companies (1700-1800) 
(Basingstoke, 2015), chapters 4 and 5. For the EEIC, at least, the same had been true from the early days of 
direct trade with India; K.N. Chaudhuri, The English East India Company (London, 1965), 199.   
44 Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Jones Family Papers, vol. 8: Jones and Wister Invoice Book 1759-62, 
William Neale, London, 20 Feb. 1761. 
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LEFT: ‘Chints cottons printed’, all-cotton Indian calico printed in England c.1750, no. 97 in John Holker’s 1752 

Livre d’Echantillons. RIGHT: Brocaded cream silk, woven at Spitalfields, London, 1745-50. 
 

Many of the designs were monochrome and simple, lacking any obvious Asian 
connection, but the link to India was especially tenuous if, as was remarked in 1756, 
‘patterns for the calico printers … are for the generality in imitation after the fashions of the 
flowered silk manufactory’.45 This was certainly true of the prints on calico collected on a 
secret visit to England in the early 1750s by the Lancashire Jacobite exile, John Holker. In 
other words, in aesthetic terms, the geographical reference points for printed calicoes were 
decidedly European. 

So why did calicoes printed in Europe predominate during these years? Two 
explanations stand out from the experience of the EEIC. The first is the nature of the 
market. The market for printed textiles was to a considerable extent a fashion market. 
Correspondence between American and British merchants about the trade in printed and 
painted calicoes (which were legal in colonial British America) is full of comments on the 
need for prints to be fashionable. Take one example out of many. In 1772 the order from 
the Philadelphia merchants, Miles and Wister, to John Yerbury in London included a request 
for purple-ground calicoes, adding, ‘these we leave to your fancy to send such as are the 
newest and most fashionable figures’. At the same time, they asked Yerbury for chintzes of 
the ‘newest and most fashionable figures’, but added ‘NB. Send no India chintzes’.46 Full 
chintz and half-chintz patterns were being printed on Indian calico in London during the 
mid-eighteenth century, sometimes described by American merchants as ‘English chintz’.47  
 Printed calicoes were much worn as women’s gowns.48 Fabrics for women’s main 
garments, especially gowns, were the focus of an early-modern intensification of the 

 
45 G. Smith, The Laboratory or School of Arts (London, 1756), 47. 
46 Winterthur Library, Wistar family collection, Folder 5, Miles and Wister order book, 1771-1774: Miles and 
Wister, Philadelphia, to Mr John Yerbury, London, 15 May 1772. 
47 Smith, Laboratory or School of Arts, 48; Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Am.936: John and Peter Chevalier, 
Journals, 1757-1761, entry for September 1761. 
48 L.M. Hawes (ed.), The Letter Book of Thomas Rasberry, 1758-1761 (Savannah, Georgia, 1959), 63-4. 
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European fashion cycle, characterized by a two-season, annual sequence.49 Dress silks for 
women’s gowns led the cycle, but where silks pointed the way, other decorated fabrics 
followed. Orders for printed calicoes to London from some 3,000 miles away on the 
American eastern seaboard adhered to this two-season, annual cycle, even though the 
London print works sometimes struggled to deliver in time to ship. For the EEIC, faced with 
a sea route from London to India of some 11,000 miles and a turn-round time on textile 
orders of two or three years, it was impossible. Since 1662 the EEIC had made a practice of 
sending out patterns (‘musters’) for chintz for Indian workers to reproduce. In 1731 the 
practice was discontinued. Indian producers were simply asked to supply chintzes decorated 
to their own fancy.50 The VOC would subsequently curtail the supply of models and designs 
for porcelain to China for similar reasons.51 Effectively the EEIC abandoned the supply of 
finished goods to the predominant segment of the European market for chintz, which was 
driven by the dictates of the fashion cycle. Indian designs were relegated to a small, 
speciality sector. 
 The second explanation for the predominance of European-printed calicoes is the 
improving quality of European printing. Already, before 1712, the EEIC was reporting that 
printing could be done cheaply in England and in better colours and patterns than 
equivalent Indian goods.52 Early in the eighteenth-century there was an element of 
exaggeration in such claims, but a process of sustained technical and aesthetic innovation 
meant that by mid-century, Godfrey Smith, in his Laboratory or School of Arts of 1756, could 
confidently assert that ‘the art of calico-printing [has] arrived here in England to a greater 
perfection than in any other part of Europe, both with respect to patterns, beauty of 
colours, and curious workmanship.’ He was not alone. The Swiss calico printer Johann 
Ryhiner noted in the 1760s that ‘it was reserved to the English nation to attempt to imitate 
what is done most beautifully in India in terms of printed calicoes, and to achieve a degree 
of perfection one would have thought impossible. … If the English were unable to print 
calicoes as perfect [as those from India] in the permanence of their colours, because they 
lacked the required ingredients, at least they surpassed them for the elegance of the 
designs and the neatness of the execution.’53 

Rhyiner considered Dutch calico printing in the 1760s to be inferior to English, but 
better than French and on a par with Swiss. This assessment was confirmed by a French 
calico printer from Nantes in 1766, who complained the Dutch and the English ‘are our 

 
49 J. Styles, ‘Fashion and Innovation in Early-Modern Europe’, in Evelyn Welch (ed.), Fashioning the Early 
Modern: Dress, Textiles, and Innovation in Europe, 1500-1800, 33-55. 
50 D. Rothermund, ‘The changing pattern of British trade in Indian textiles, 1701-1757’, in S. Chaudhury and M. 
Morineau (eds), Merchants, Companies and Trade: Europe and Asia in the Early Modern Era (Cambridge, 
1999), 284.  
51 C.J.A. Jörg, Porcelain and the Dutch China Trade (The Hague, 1982), 95-112. 
52 A. P. Wadsworth and J. de L. Mann, The Cotton Trade and Industrial Lancashire, 1600-1780 (Manchester, 
1965), 133. 
53 J. Ryhiner, ‘Traité sur la fabrication et le commerce des toiles peintes’ in D. Dollfus-Ausset, Matériaux pour la 
Coloration des Étoffes, vol. 2 (Paris, 1865), 5. 
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masters in that respect, the Dutch for the ordinary and the English for the fine.’54 Rhyiner 
believed the Dutch to have been the first Europeans to print calicoes, but mainly in one or 
two colours, rather than multiple colours. ‘England closely followed Holland in printing and 
soon surpassed their teachers in perfection.’55 An English linen draper writing to Amsterdam 
in 1751 evidently agreed. He wanted the design of a ‘curious’ India chintz copied on paper. 
It was to be used to cut a block for printing on fine cotton-linen or calico, but the cutting 
and the printing were to be done in London, ‘because your printers cannot possibly execute 
those fine patterns like ours’.56  

 
 
Nevertheless, any shortcomings in the quality of Dutch printing do not appear to 

have encouraged the VOC to serve its European markets with more Indian-painted chintzes. 

 
54 Louis-François Langevin, quoted in B. Roy, Une capitale de l’indiennage: Nantes (Nantes, 1948), 148-9. 
55 Ryhiner, ‘Traité sur la fabrication et le commerce des toiles peintes’, 5, 73, 76. 
56 Smith, Laboratory or School of Arts, 49; Letter from Nash and Eddowes, London, linen drapers, 1751, quoted 
in David Ormrod, The Rise of Commercial Empires: England and the Netherlands in the Age of Mercantilism, 
1650-1770 (Cambridge, 2003), 183. 
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Its imports of Indian chintz remained tiny, as it focused, like the EEIC, on serving European 
textile printers with large quantities, but a limited range, of finer quality Indian white 
calicoes for printing. If anything, it was the EEIC that ordered the higher proportion of 
coarse Bengal gurrahs, and the VOC the higher proportion of finer Coromandel guinees/long 
cloths. It is not clear, however, where the different qualities of plain calico imported to the 
Dutch Republic ended up being printed, because many were re-exported for printing 
elsewhere in continental Europe. What is clear is that a significant proportion of Dutch 
imports of plain calicoes actually came from the EEIC, because the Dutch Republic, unlike 
Britain, allowed imports of Indian textiles from other European countries.57  
 
Conclusion.  
In this paper I have compared the different, but overlapping histories of cotton textiles in 
Britain and the Dutch Republic before the onset of the British Industrial Revolution. The 
Anglo-Dutch comparison offers a different perspective from the more familiar Anglo-French 
comparison and helps us understand divergences in materials, products, markets, 
techniques and legislation.  

Inevitably the British prohibition on Indian textiles looms large, as it does in Anglo-
French comparisons. The Dutch Republic’s laissez-faire policy towards imports of cotton 
yarns and Asian cotton textiles inhibited innovation in manufacturing, whether spinning 
cotton yarn, or weaving cotton-textile printing fabrics. In the Dutch Republic, process 
innovations did not flow as readily from product innovations as in Lancashire. For example, 
in the Dutch Republic the newly-invented loom-woven cotton marselje of the mid-
eighteenth century was made with the finest cotton yarn from Java, imported free of duty 
by the VOC. In Britain, Indian-spun cotton yarn paid a heavy duty of 12d. per lb., while raw 
New World cotton paid no import duty whatsoever. The British equivalent of marselje – 
cotton Marseilles quilting – was woven at Bolton in Lancashire from yarn spun locally from 
New World cotton, initially on spinning wheels and subsequently on spinning jennies. As a 
youth near Bolton, Samuel Crompton worked for five long years, from 1769 to 1774, 
spinning yarn for Marseilles quilting on an eight-spindle jenny. His experience of the jenny’s 
shortcomings when spinning fine yarns inspired his invention in 1778-9 of the spinning 
mule, described by Joel Mokyr as ‘the ultimate spinning machine’. The mule, in its various 
guises, was to be the foundation of the global success of the Lancashire cotton industry for 

 
57 Thanks to Chris Nierstrasz for emphasising this point. EEIC orders also included a much larger proportion of 
muslins than VOC orders, especially Cossaes and Mulmuls from Bengal. Indeed, muslins came to account in the 
mid-eighteenth century for approximately half of the EEIC’s textile purchases by value. Yet few of the plain 
white fine cotton fabrics defined as muslins by the EEIC were used for printing by British calico printers. See 
Nierstrasz, Rivalry for Trade, ch. 5; TNA, C109/314: Stock taking records of Newman and Hunt, calico printers, 
Beddington End, Surrey, 1773-8; Bradford College Archive, Society of Dyers and Colourists collection: Mary 
Ware, calico printer, Crayford, Kent, pattern book, 1773-5. According to Sushil Chaudhury in Spinning Yarns 
(London, 2020), 101 and Table 8.7, records of the EEIC’s textile exports from Bengal display a smaller 
percentage of coarse calicoes than the VOC’s, but his calculation includes muslins and silks. The figures 
presented here are for orders from Bengal, Coromandel and Surat, and are restricted to those types of plain, 
white calicoes widely used for printing in mid-18th century Europe. 
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the next century and a half.58 Dutch reliance on fine yarns spun in Asia precluded 
inducements to innovation of this kind. 

Nevertheless, the impact of prohibition, or its absence, is not the only issue 
highlighted by the three Anglo-Dutch comparisons I explore towards the end of the paper – 
the legacy of medieval fustians, the early history of slave-trade textiles, and the limited 
appeal of calicoes with Indian-painted designs. Above all, they draw our attention away 
from the focus on Indian-painted chintz, associated with the ‘calico craze’ literature, 
towards the broader range of cotton and cotton-linen textiles made or circulated in early-
modern Europe, the yarns from which they were made, the ways they were patterned, and 
the markets they served. 

 
58 Boot, ‘Aziatische katoenen garens’, 39; G.J. French, The Life and Times of Samuel Crompton: Inventor of the 
Spinning Machine called the Mule (London, 1859), 35; J. Mokyr, The Lever of Riches: Technological Creativity 
and Economic Progress (Oxford, 1990), 97. 


